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Teachers’ Fave Revealed: 
GO Math! 
When times get tough, the tough get extra picky. Or at 
least that’s what District Administration readers said when 
they chose GO Math! as one of 2010’s Top 100 products. 

What’d teachers and administrators look for when picking 
their favorites? For one, they chose products that help 
improve students’ performance. And GO Math! fit the bill. 

They also wanted products that helped teachers and 
administrators do more with fewer resources. The Go Math! 
K-6 program does just that. 

GO Math! also incorporates multimedia and textbook 
instruction and lets teachers create personalized 
learning experiences for students. In short, teachers 
and administrators liked that GO Math! is economical, 
innovative, and streamlined.

As a bonus, teachers liked that it is the first textbook series 
made of 100 percent recycled material, which earned it the 
publishing industry’s “Green Edition” seal for environmental 
stewardship.



Learn for 
Less with  
GO Math! 
Yes, education budgets are being cut. 
But teachers still need resources. 
What to do?! This is where GO 
Math! fits in. It’s just what districts 
are looking for: It’s a one-of-a-kind, 
comprehensive, print and digital math 
program for K-6 classes. And it’s 
affordable! 

It may sound too good to be true. 
But take a look at these numbers. 
The Student Book package includes 
the student book and practice book 
unbelievably for only $18.95. Or, with 
the multi-year packages, districts pay 
a one-time cost of either $65 for a 
5-year package or $85 for a 7-year 
package.

This GO Math! price structure allows 
school districts to give each student 
an interactive, Write-In Student Edition 
at every grade level at a significantly 
lower cost than other programs—
even those that include hard cover 
books for grades 3-6.  

At these prices, it’s the best 
investment a district can make to 
ensure their teachers have  
the resources to teach Common  
Core Math.

No Shocker: New GO Math!  
Program Meets Common Core  
State Standards 
It’s almost too much to imagine: a fun, innovative, easy-to-use math program 
that meets Common Core State Standards? While it may sound like science 
fiction, it’s not. GO Math! is the first and only elementary math program that is 
written to these ground-breaking standards. 

But what exactly are the Common Core State Standards? These standards, 
created from the highest state and international standards, establish clear and 
consistent goals for learning. The purpose is to prepare America’s children 
for success in college and work. With such a lofty goal, it’s no surprise the 
Common Core State Standards had immediate success after its launch in 
June 2010—many states, Washington D.C., and the U.S. Virgin Islands have 
already voluntarily adopted the standards.

And now these forward-thinking states have GO Math! as a pioneering resource 
for teaching math. Built and written for these standards, GO Math!’s 110 
lessons assure standards are thoroughly taught and assessed before critical 
assessments are given. 

How? For one, students solve problems that are relevant to the world around 
them. Scaffolded questions also guide students through the process of 
organizing their thinking. For instance, students are asked how they will solve 
a problem before they actually solve it—which helps students determine what 
they know, how they will use that information, and what steps they will need 
to take. Students are also asked to solve a problem “one way” first, and then 
“another way.” Students, then, gain a better, more thorough understanding of 
math concepts. 

Plus, students have a full page of practice for each lesson and a full page of 
spiral review in the Standards Practice Book for each day to reinforce what 
they have learned. 

All of this is coupled with time for review 
built in before the test—just in case some 
students need a little refresher. With this 
comprehensive, revolutionary system, 
students are ready to take tests and 
impress with flying colors!


